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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW  
24 October 2020      
 
RYAN PALMER  ( -16) 
 
 
Q.  Satisfied with your round? 
 
RYAN PALMER:  Yeah, especially making the last putt on the last. Yeah, I played pretty 
solid. A little shaky start, but a few good shots to be a couple under par. We parred two of 
the par 5s on the back, that's going to hurt you. But 16 was one of those times we got up 
there, it's time to hit driver again and I hit 5-iron to six, seven feet. So good chance on 17 
and good par on 18. Yeah, two back, which is a good spot. I thought I was going to be four 
back, not make any ground up shooting 6 under, which would be a little frustrating. Be two or 
three back going into tomorrow and be in a good spot. 
 
Q.  Do you feel comfortable with where you game is heading into tomorrow?  
 
RYAN PALMER:  Yeah, I'm excited. I started using a line at Shriners and it's turned my 
playing around a lot. I saw a lot of good things with it last week at CJ Cup and it's followed 
up this week, so I'm excited what my game's doing. Too bad I've got two months off after 
this, but I'm excited. 
 
Q.  What was the reason for going to the line? 
 
RYAN PALMER:  Just bad putting, not making anything. Switched balls last week, too, to 
the new Titleist (21x). That was a big move. Picked up some yardage with my driver. Yeah, 
I'm seeing a lot of good things. 
 
Q.  Had you putted with a line on your ball before? 
 
RYAN PALMER:  Just the line the company makes. I used it for a long time, but I've never 
drawn one like we're doing now. And I've never really worked on lines with James as much 
as we have these last three weeks. It's something I've put in there and it's freed me up on 
the greens a lot. 
 
Q.  Is there a reason why you came to this? 
 
RYAN PALMER:  Yeah, just lack of starting the balls online. That's been the biggest thing is 
the last few years of putting, I'm just not making much. I'm hitting the ball well, I'm just not 
making the putts to get in contention more often. I'm seeing it now. Better late than never 
obviously for this year, but I'm excited for what the ball's doing on the greens and I make a 
lot more putts outside of 10 feet, which is nice.   
 
Q.  I think you've already answered this, but what did you hit for your second shot on 
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16? 
 
RYAN PALMER:  5-iron, had 223 to the hole, helping wind. I flushed it. And what I'm getting 
out of this ball is so much better, I'm hitting it higher, getting more yardage with my long 
irons and my driver, so I'm excited what this ball's been doing.  
 
Q.  Did it almost feel like a bounce-back after what happened on 14? 
 
RYAN PALMER:  It was huge. Just a poor bunker shot. It was a shot I hit like the second 
one nine out of 10 times, I just hit one bad one and just a poor putt. I probably could have 
played this third shot a little differently with the slope behind the hole and just one of those 
moments. Yeah, big back-up. Huge putt on 15 for par just to keep from dropping another 
shot. Yeah, it was a huge bounce-back. 
 
Q.  Do you like this kind of golf where you know you've got to go out and shoot 6 
under just to not hopefully not lose ground?  
 
RYAN PALMER:  Not particularly. I'm happy I'm playing well in these kind of tournaments, 
shooting low numbers, but I enjoy the golf courses where you've got to hit the golf ball and 
par's good. But I'm getting better these last few weeks at these courses where we're having 
to shoot low. Maybe I'm liking them better. 
  


